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Analytical Model for the Impulse of Single-Cycle
Pulse Detonation Tube

E. Wintenberger,¤ J. M. Austin,¤ M. Cooper,† S. Jackson,¤ and J. E. Shepherd‡

California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California 91125

An analytical model for the impulse of a single-cycle pulse detonation tube has been developed and validated
against experimental data. The model is based on the pressure history at the thrust surface of the detonation tube.
The pressure history is modeled by a constant pressure portion, followed by a decay due to gas expansion out of the
tube. The duration and amplitude of the constant pressure portion is determined by analyzing the gasdynamics
of the self-similar � ow behind a steadily moving detonation wave within the tube. The gas expansion process is
modeled using dimensionalanalysisand empirical observations. The model predictions are validatedagainstdirect
experimental measurements in terms of impulse per unit volume, speci� c impulse, and thrust. Comparisons are
given with estimates of the speci� c impulse based on numerical simulations. Impulse per unit volume and speci� c
impulse calculations are carried out for a wide range of fuel–oxygen–nitrogen mixtures (including aviation fuels)
of varying initial pressure, equivalence ratio, and nitrogen dilution. The effect of the initial temperature is also
investigated. The trends observed are explained using a simple scaling analysis showing the dependency of the
impulse on initial conditions and energy release in the mixture.

Nomenclature
A = cross-sectionalarea of detonation tube
C§ = characteristics,left- and right-facing families
OC¡ = � rst re� ected characteristic to reach the thrust surface
c1 = sound speed of reactants
c2 = sound speed of burned gases just behind

detonation wave
c3 = sound speed of burned gases behind Taylor wave
d = inner diameter of detonation tube
f = cycle repetition frequency
g = standard Earth gravitational acceleration
H = nondimensionalheat release
I = single-cycle impulse
Isp = mixture-based speci� c impulse
Ispf = fuel-based speci� c impulse
IV = impulse per unit volume
J ¡ = Riemann invariant on a left-facing characteristic
K = proportionalitycoef� cient
L = length of detonation tube
L = critical length scale for de� agration-to-detonation

transition
M = total mass of initial combustible mixture within

detonation tube
MCJ = Chapman–Jouguet Mach number
M f = initial mass of fuel within detonation tube
P = pressure
Pe = exhaust pressure
P0 = pressure outside detonation tube
P1 = initial pressure of reactants
P2 = Chapman–Jouguet pressure
P3 = pressure of burned gases behind Taylor wave
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q = effective energy release per unit mass calculated
from MCJ

qc = heat of combustion per unit mass of mixture
R = gas constant
T = thrust
T1 = initial temperature of reactants
T2 = Chapman–Jouguet temperature
t = time
t1 = time taken by the detonation wave to reach

the open end of the tube
t2 = time taken by the � rst re� ected characteristic

to reach the thrust surface
t3 = time associated with pressure decay period
t¤ = time at which the � rst re� ected characteristic

exits the Taylor wave
UCJ = Chapman–Jouguet detonation velocity
u = � ow velocity
ue = exhaust velocity
u2 = � ow velocity just behind detonation wave
V = volume of gas within detonation tube
X F = fuel mass fraction
® = nondimensionalparameter corresponding to time t2
¯ = nondimensionalparameter corresponding to pressure

decay period
° = ratio of speci� c heats
1P = pressure differential
1P3 = pressure differential at the thrust surface
´ = similarity variable
¸ = cell size
5 = nondimensionalpressure
½e = exhaust density
½1 = initial density of reactants
¿ = nondimensional time ct=L
Á = equivalence ratio

Introduction

A KEY issue1¡5 in evaluating pulse detonation engine (PDE)
propulsion concepts is reliable estimates of the performance

as a function of operating conditions and fuel types. A basic PDE
consists of an inlet, a series of valves, a detonation tube (closed at
one end and open at the other), and an exit nozzle. It is an unsteady
device thatuses a repetitivecycle to generatethrust.The enginegoes
through four major steps during one cycle: the � lling of the device
with a combustiblemixture, the initiation of the detonationnear the
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 1 Pulse detonation engine cycle: a) detonation is initiated at the
thrust surface; b)detonation,followedby the Taylorwave,propagatesto
the open end of the tube at a velocity UCJ; c) expansion wave is re� ected
at the mixture–air interface and immediately interacts with the Taylor
wave while the products start to exhaust from the tube; and d) � rst
characteristic of the re� ected expansion reaches the thrust surface and
decreases the pressure at the thrust surface.

closed end (thrust surface), the propagationof the detonationdown
the tube,and, � nally, theexhaustof theproductsinto theatmosphere.
(Initiation at the closed end of the tube is not an essential part of
PDE operation but greatly simpli� es the analysis and will be used
throughoutthe present study. Zhdan et al.6 found that the impulse is
essentially independentof the igniter locationfor prompt initiation.)
A schematic of the cycle for the detonation tube alone is shown in
Fig. 1. The pressure differential created by the detonation wave on
the tube’s thrust surface produces unsteady thrust. If the cycle is
repeated at a constant frequency, typically from 10 to 100 Hz, an
average thrust useful for propulsion is generated.

The goal of the present study is to provide a simple predictive
model for detonation tube thrust. To do that, we have to carry out a
fully unsteady treatment of the � ow processes within the tube. This
is a very different situation from modeling conventionalpropulsion
systems such as turbojets, ramjets, and rockets for which steady-
state, steady-� ow analyses de� ne performance standards. In those
conventional systems, thermodynamic cycle analyses are used to
derive simple but realistic upper bounds for thrust, thrust-speci�c
fuel consumption, and other performance � gures of merit. Because
of the intrinsically unsteady nature of the PDE, the analogous ther-
modynamic bounds on performance have been elusive.

Unlike some previous2 and contemporary7 analyses, we do not
attempt to replace the unsteady PDE cycle with a � ctitious steady-
state, steady-�ow cycle. Although these analyses are purported to
provide an ideal or upper bound for performance,we � nd that these
boundsare so broad that they are unsuitablefor making realisticper-
formance estimates for simple devices like a detonation tube. This
becomes clearwhen comparing the predictedupper bound values2;7

of 3000–5000 s for the fuel-based speci� c impulse of typical stoi-
chiometric hydrocarbon–air mixtures with the measured values of
about2000 s obtainedin detonationtube experiments.6;8¡10 Instead,
the present model focuses on the gasdynamic processes in the det-
onation tube during one cycle. The model is based on a physical
description of the � ow inside the tube and uses elementary one-
dimensional gasdynamics and dimensional analysis of experimen-

tal observations.The model computes the impulse delivered during
one cycle of operation as the integral of the thrust during one cycle.

It is critical to gain understanding of the single-cycle impulse
of a detonation tube before more complex engine con� gurations
are considered. There have been a number of efforts to develop a
gasdynamics-basedmodel for single-cycle operation of detonation
tubes. The pioneering work on single-cycle impulse was reported
in 1957 by Nicholls et al.,11 who proposed a very simpli� ed model
for the impulse delivered during one cycle. Only the contributionof
the constant pressure portion at the thrust surface was considered,
and the contribution of the pressure decay period was neglected.
Consequently, their model predictions are about 20% lower than
the results of our model presented here and the values obtained
from modern experiments.

Zitoun and Desbordes8 proposed a model for the single-cycle
impulse and compared this to their experimentally measured data.
They showed predictions for stoichiometric mixtures of ethylene,
hydrogen, and acetylene with oxygen and air. The models of
Nichollset al.,11 ZitounandDesbordes,8 and themore recentworkof
EndoandFujiwara12 havemany featuresin common with thepresent
modelbecausetheyare all basedona simplegasdynamicdescription
of the � ow� eld. Zhdan et al.6 used both numerical simulations and
simple analyticalmodels, based on the results of Stanyukovich,13 to
predict the impulse for tubes completely and partially � lled with a
combustible mixture.

In additionto analyticalmodels, numerousnumericalsimulations
have investigated various aspects of PDEs. Early studies, reviewed
by Kailasanath et al.,14 gave disparate and often contradictory val-
ues for performanceparameters.Kailasanathand Patnaik5 identi� ed
how the issue of out� ow boundary conditions can account for some
of these discrepancies. With the recognition of this issue and the
availabilityof high-qualityexperimentaldata, there is now substan-
tial agreement15 between careful numerical simulation and experi-
mental data, at least in the case of ethylene–air mixtures. However,
even with improvements in numerical capability, it is desirable to
develop simple analytical methods that can be used to rapidly and
reliably estimate the impulse delivered by a detonation tube during
one cycle to predict trends and to better understand the in� uence
of fuel type, initial conditions, and tube size without conducting a
large number of numerical simulations.

An end-to-end performance analysis of a PDE has to take into
account the behavior of the inlet, the valves, the combustor, and
the exit nozzle. However, the ideal performance is mainly dictated
by the thrust generation in the detonation tube. In developing our
model, we have considered the simplest con� guration of a single-
cycle detonation tube open at one end and closed at the other. We
realizethatthereare signi� cant issues3 associatedwith inlets,valves,
exit nozzles, and multicycle operation that are not addressed in our
approach.However,we are anticipatingthatour simplemodelcanbe
incorporated into more elaborate models that will account for these
features of actual engines and that the present model will provide a
basis for realistic engine performance analysis.

The paper is organized as follows. First, we describe the � ow-
� eld for an ideal detonation propagating from the closed end of
a tube toward the open end. We describe the essential features of
the ideal detonation, the following expansion wave, and the rele-
vant wave interactions. We present a simple numerical simulation
illustratingthese issues.Second, we formulatea method for approx-
imating the impulsewith a combinationof analyticaltechniquesand
dimensionalanalysis.Third, the impulsemodel is validatedby com-
parison with experimental data and numerical simulations. Fourth,
a scaling analysis is performed to study the dependency of the im-
pulse on initial conditions and energy release in the mixture. Fifth,
the impulse model is used to compute impulse for a range of fuels
and initial conditions.The in� uence of fuel type, equivalence ratio,
initial pressure, and initial temperature are examined in a series of
parametric computations.

Flow� eld Associated with an Ideal Detonation in a Tube
The gasdynamic processes that occur during a single cycle of a

PDE can be summarized as follows. A detonation wave is directly
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initiated and propagates from the thrust surface toward the open
end. For the purposes of formulating our simple model, we con-
sider ideal detonations described as discontinuities propagating at
the Chapman–Jouguet (CJ) velocity. The detonation front is im-
mediately followed by a self-similar expansion wave16;17 known
as the Taylor wave.17 This expansion wave decreases the pressure
and brings the � ow to rest. The method of characteristics16;17 can
be used to calculate � ow properties within the Taylor wave. [See
Eqs. (11–13) in the following section.]

There is a stagnant region extending from the rear of the Taylor
wave17 to theclosedend of the tube.When thedetonationreachesthe
open end of the tube, a shock is generated and diffracts out into the
surrounding air. Because the pressure at the tube exit is higher than
ambient, the transmitted shock continues to expand outside of the
tube. Because the � ow at the tube exit is subsonic, a re� ected wave
propagates back into the tube. This re� ected wave is usually an
expansion wave, which re� ects from the closed end, reducing the
pressure and creating an expansion wave that propagates back to-
ward the open end. After several sequences of wave propagation
within the tube, the pressure inside approachesatmospheric.A sim-
pli� ed, but realistic, model of the � ow� eld can be developed by
using classical analytical methods.

Ideal Detonation and Taylor Wave17

To predict the ideal impulse performance of a pulsed detonation
tube, we can consider the detonation as a discontinuity that prop-
agates with a constant velocity. This velocity is a function of the
mixture composition and initial thermodynamic state. The reaction
zone structure and the associated property variations such as the
von Neumann pressure spike are neglected in this model because
the contribution of these features to the impulse is negligible.

The detonation speed is determined by the standard CJ model of
a detonationthat assumes that the � ow just downstreamof the deto-
nation is moving at sonic velocity relative to the wave. This special
downstreamstate, referredto as theCJ point,can be foundbynumer-
ically solving the relations for mass, momentum, and energy con-
servationacross thediscontinuitywhile simultaneouslydetermining
the chemical composition.Equilibriumcomputations18 based on re-
alistic thermochemical properties and a mixture of the relevant gas
species in reactants and products are used to calculate the chemical
composition.

Alternatively, the conservation equations can be analytically
solved for simple models, using an ideal gas equation of state, a
� xed heat of reaction, and heat capacities that are independent of
temperature. A widely used version of this model, described by
Thompson,19 uses different properties in the reactants and products
and a � xed value of the energyreleaseq within the detonationwave.
In the present study, we use an even simpler version,20 the one-°
model, which neglects the differences in speci� c heat and molar
mass between reactants and products.

Interaction of the Detonation with the Open End

The � ow behind a CJ detonation wave is subsonic relative to the
tube and has a Mach number M2 D u2=c2 of approximately 0.8 for
typical hydrocarbon mixtures. Hence, when the detonation wave
reaches the open end, a disturbancepropagatesback into the tube in
the form of a re� ected wave.21 The interface at the open end of the
tube can be modeled in one dimension as a contact surface. When
the detonationwave is incidenton this contact surface,a transmitted
wave will propagateout of the tube, and a re� ected wave propagates
into the tube toward the thrust surface.

The re� ected wave can be either a shock or an expansionwave. A
simple way to determine the nature of the re� ected wave is to use a
pressure–velocitydiagram21 because the pressureand velocitymust
be matched across the contact surface after the interaction. In the
case of a detonationwave exiting into air, the transmitted wave will
always be a shock wave; the locus of solutions (the shock adiabat)
is shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The shock adiabat is computed from the
shock jump conditions,which can be written in terms of the pressure
jump and velocity jump across the wave

Fig. 2 Pressure–velocity diagram used to compute wave interactions
at the tube open end for fuel–oxygen mixtures.

Fig. 3 Pressure–velocity diagram used to compute wave interactions
at the tube open end for fuel–air mixtures.
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The re� ected wave initially propagates back into the products at
the CJ state behind the detonation wave. The CJ states for various
fuels and equivalence ratios appear in Figs. 2 and 3. If the CJ point
is below the shock adiabat, the re� ected wave must be a shock to
increase the pressure to match that behind the transmitted shock.
Alternatively, if the CJ state is above the shock adiabat, the re� ected
wave must be an expansion to decrease the pressure to match that
behind the transmitted shock. Hydrocarbon fuels all produce a re-
� ected expansionwave at the tube’s open end for any stoichiometry.
However, a re� ected shock is obtained for hydrogen–oxygen at an
equivalence ratio Á > 0:8 (Fig. 2) and for very rich hydrogen–air
mixtures with Á > 2:2 (Fig. 3).

Ultimately,followingthe initial interactionof thedetonationwave
with the contact surface, the pressureat the exit of the tube will drop
as the transmitted shock wave propagates outward. In all cases,
because the � ow outside the tube is expanding radially behind the
diffracting shock wave, an expansion wave also exists in the � ow
external to the tube. The � ow in this region can not be modeled as
one-dimensional. A numerical simulation (discussed hereafter) is
used to illustrate this portion of the � ow.

Waves and Space–Time Diagram

A space–time (x–t) diagram, shown in Fig. 4, is used to present
the important features of the � ow inside the tube. The x–t diagram
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displays the detonationwave propagatingat the CJ velocityUCJ fol-
lowed by the Taylor wave.17 The � rst characteristic OC¡ of the wave
re� ected from the mixture–air interfaceat the openend of the tube is
also shown. The initial slope of this characteristic is determined by
the conditions at the mixture–air interface and is then modi� ed by
interaction with the Taylor wave. After passing through the Taylor
wave, the characteristic OC¡ propagates at the sound speed c3. The
region lying behind this � rst characteristic is nonsimple because of
the interactionbetween the re� ected expansionwave and the Taylor
wave. Two characteristic times can be de� ned: t1 , correspondingto
the interactionof the detonationwave with the open end, and t2 , cor-
responding to the time necessary for the characteristic OC¡ to reach
the thrust surface. The diffracted shock wave in Fig. 4 is shown
outside the tube as a single trajectory; however, this is actually a
three-dimensional wave front that can not be fully represented on
this simple plot.

Fig. 4 Space–time diagram for detonation wave propagation and in-
teraction with the tube’s open end.

a) t = t1

b) t = 1.11t1

c) t = 1.32t1

d) t = 1.47t1

e) t = 1.95t1

f) t = 2.81t1
Fig. 5 Numerical schlieren images of the exhaust process.

Numerical Simulation Example

To further examine the issues related to the interactionof the det-
onationwith the open end of the tube, the � ow was investigatednu-
mericallyby H. Hornungat theGraduateAeronauticalLaboratories,
California Institute of Technology,Pasadena, California, in August
2000 using AMRITA.22 The Taylor wave similarity solution16;17

was used as an initial condition, assuming the detonation has just
reachedthe openend of the tube when the simulationis started.This
solution was calculated using a one-° model for detonations19;20

for a nondimensionalenergy release q=RT1 D 40 across the detona-
tion and ° D 1:2 for reactants and products. The corresponding CJ
parameters are MCJ D 5:6 and PCJ=P1 D 17:5, values representative
of stoichiometric hydrocarbon–air mixtures.

The initial pressure P1 ahead of the detonation wave was taken
to be equal to the pressure P0 outside the detonation tube. The
simulation solved the nonreactive Euler equations using a Kappa-
MUSCL-HLLE solver in the two-dimensional (cylindrical symme-
try) computational domain, consisting of a tube of length L closed
at the left end and open to a half-space at the right end. Numeri-
cal schlieren images are displayed in Fig. 5, and the corresponding
pressure and horizontal velocity pro� les along the tube centerline
are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. Only one-half of the tube
is shown in Fig. 5; the lower boundary is the axis of symmetry of
the cylindrical detonation tube. The times given in these Figs. 5–7
account the initial detonation travel from the closed end to the open
end of the tube, so that the Figs. 5a, 6a, and 7a correspondsto a time
t1 D L=UCJ.

Figures 5a, 6a, and 7a show the initial condition with the pres-
sure decreasing behind the detonation front from the CJ pressure
P2 to a value P3 at the end of the Taylor wave.17 The detonation
wave becomes a decaying shock as it exits the tube because the re-
gion external to the tube is nonreactive, simulating the surrounding
atmosphere of most experimental con� gurations.

This decaying shock is initially planar, but is affected by the
expansions originating from the corners of the tube and gradually
becomesspherical.The pressurepro� les show the decayof the pres-
sure behind the leading shock front with time. A very complex � ow
structure,involvingvorticesandsecondaryshocks,formsbehind the
leading shock. The � uid just outside the tube accelerates due to the
expansion waves coming from the corners of the tube. At the same
time, the leading shock front exits the tube, a re� ected expansion
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a) t = t1

b) t = 1.11t1

c) t = 1.32t1

d) t = 1.47t1

e) t = 1.95t1

f) t = 2.81t1

Fig. 6 Pressure along the tube centerline from numerical simulation; P1 is the initial pressure inside and outside the tube.

wave is generated, and this wave propagates back into the tube,
interacting with the Taylor wave.17 This re� ected wave propagates
until it reaches the closed end of the tube, decreasing the pressure
and accelerating the � uid toward the open end. The exhaust process
is characterizedby low pressureand high � ow velocitydownstream
of the tube exit. A system of quasi-steady shocks similar to those
observed in steady underexpandedsupersonic jets, and an unsteady
leading shock wave, bring the � ow back to atmospheric pressure.

One of the most important points learned from this simulation is
that the � ow inside the tube is one-dimensional, except for within
one to two diameters of the open end. Another is that the pressure at
the open end is unsteady, initially much higher than ambient pres-
sure,and that it decreasesat intermediatetimes to lower thanambient
before � nally reaching equilibrium. Despite the one-dimensional

nature of the � ow within the tube, it is important to simulate the
multidimensional � ow properly in the vicinity of the exit to get a
realistic representationof the exhaust process. In our simple model,
this is accomplished by using a nondimensional correlation of the
experimental data for this portion of the process.

The normalized pressure P=P1 at the thrust surface, as well as
the normalized impulse per unit volume .I=V /.UCJ=P1/ are shown
as a function of normalized time t=t1 in Fig. 8. The impulse per
unit volume was computed by integrating the pressure at the thrust
surface over time. Note that Figs. 5–8 take into account the initial
detonation travel from the closed end to the open end of the tube.
The pressureat the thrust surfaceremains constantuntil the re� ected
wave from the tube’s open end reaches the thrust surface at time
t1 C t2 ¼ 2:81t1. The � nal pressuredecayprocess is characterizedby
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a) t = t1

b) t = 1.11t1

c) t = 1.32t1

d) t = 1.47t1

e) t = 1.95t1

f) t = 2.81t1

Fig. 7 Velocity along the tube centerline from numerical simulation; c1 is the initial sound speed inside and outside the tube.

a steep pressure decrease and a region of subatmosphericpressure.
The integratedimpulseconsequentlyincreasesto a maximumbefore
decreasing due to this region of negative overpressure.

Impulse Model
Our impulse model is based on elementarygasdynamicconsider-

ations.We assume one-dimensional,adiabatic � ow in a straight, un-
obstructedtube closed at one end and open at the other. The impulse
is calculated by considering a control volume around the straight
tube as shown in Fig. 9b. Figure 9a, which represents the usual con-
trol volume used for rocket engine analysis, requires the knowledge
of the exit pressure Pe , the exhaust velocity ue , and exhaust density
½e (or mass � ow rate). Figure 9b, the control volume considered in
the model, requiresonly the knowledgeof the pressurehistoryat the

thrust surface. The impulse is obtained by integrating the pressure
differential P3 ¡ P0 across the thrust surface during one cycle, as-
suming Pe D P0. This approach is rather limited and is certainly not
applicable to airbreathingengines with complex inlets and/or exits.
However, it is appropriate for a single tube of constant area, and the
modelingassumptionseliminate the need for numericalsimulations
or detailed � ow measurements required to evaluate the thrust by in-
tegration over the � ow properties at the exit plane.

We have made a number of other simplifying assumptions.Non-
ideal effects such as viscosity or heat transfer are not considered.
The detonation properties are calculated assuming the ideal one-
dimensional CJ pro� le. Real-gas thermodynamics are used to cal-
culate the CJ detonationproperties,and classicalgasdynamicsfor a
perfect gas are used to model the � ow behind the detonation wave.
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Fig. 8 Nondimensionalized thrust surface pressure and impulse per unit volume as a function of nondimensionalized time for the numerical
simulation.

a)

b)

Fig. 9 Control volumes a) typically used in rocket engine analysis and
b) used in our analysis.

We assume direct instantaneous initiation of planar detonations at
the thrust surface. The effect of indirect initiation is discussed by
Cooper et al.9 The model assumes that a re� ected expansion wave
is generatedwhen the detonationwave reaches the open end, which
is generally true, as discussed earlier. The model is based on ana-
lytical calculations, except for the modeling of the pressure decay
period, which results from dimensional analysis and experimental
observations.

Determination of the Impulse

Under our model assumptions, the single-cycleimpulse is gener-
ated by the pressure differential at the thrust surface. A typical ex-
perimentalpressurehistory at the thrust surface recordedby Cooper
et al.9 is given in Fig. 10. When the detonation is initiated, the CJ
pressure peak is observed before the pressure decreases to P3 by
the passage of the Taylor wave.17 The pressure at the thrust surface
remains approximatelyconstant until the � rst re� ected characteris-
tic reaches the thrust surface and the re� ected expansion wave de-
creases the pressure. The pressure is decreased below atmospheric
for a periodof time beforeultimatelyreachingthe atmosphericvalue
(Fig. 8).

For our modeling, the pressure–time trace at the thrust surface
has been idealized (Fig. 11). The CJ pressure peak is considered to
occurduring a negligiblyshort time. The pressure stays constant for
a total time t1 C t2 at pressure P3 . Then the pressure is affected by
the re� ected expansionand eventuallydecreases to the atmospheric
value.

By the use of the control volume de� ned in Fig. 9b, the single-
cycle impulse can be computed as

I D A

Z 1

0

1P.t/ dt (2)

where ignition is assumed to occur at t D 0. From the idealized
pressure–time trace, the impulsecanbedecomposedinto three terms

Fig. 10 Sample pressure recorded at the thrust surface9 for a mixture
of stoichiometric ethylene–oxygen at 1-bar and 300-K initial conditions.

Fig. 11 Idealized model of the thrust surface pressure history.

I D A

"

1P3t1 C 1P3t2 C
Z 1

t1 C t2

1P.t/ dt

#

(3)

The � rst term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3) represents the con-
tribution to the impulse associated with the detonation propagation
during time t1 D L=UCJ, the second term is the contribution associ-
ated with the time t2 required for expansionwave propagationfrom
the open end to the thrust surface, and the third term is associated
with the pressure decay period.

The time t2 depends primarily on the length of the tube and the
characteristic sound speed c3 behind the expansion wave, which
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suggests the introductionof a nondimensionalparameter®, de� ned
by

t2 D ®L=c3 (4)

Dimensional analysis will be used to model the third term on the
right-hand side of Eq. (3). The inviscid, compressible � ow equa-
tions canalwaysbe nondimensionalizedusing referenceparameters,
which are a sound speed, a characteristic length, and a reference
pressure.Thus, we nondimensionalizeour pressureintegral in terms
of c3 , L, and P3

Z 1

t1 C t2

1P.t/ dt D 1P3 L

c3

Z 1

¿1 C ¿2

5.¿/ d¿ (5)

The nondimensional integral on the right-hand side of Eq. (5) can
depend only on the remaining nondimensional parameters of the
� ow, which are the ratio of speci� c heats in the products ° , the
pressure ratio between the constant pressure region and the initial
pressure P3=P1 , and the nondimensional energy release during the
detonation process q=RT1 . We will de� ne the value of this integral
to be ¯ , which has a de� nite value for a given mixture

¯

³
°;

P3

P1
;

q

RT1

´
D

Z 1

¿1 C ¿2

5.¿ / d¿ (6)

For fuel–air detonationsover a limited range of compositionsclose
to stoichiometric, the parameters in Eq. (6) vary by only a modest
amount, and we will assume that ¯ is approximatelyconstant. This
assumption is not crucial in our model, and a more realistic expres-
sion for ¯ can readily be obtained by numerical simulation. For the
present purposes, this assumption is justi� ed by the comparisons
with the experimental data shown subsequently.

The dimensional integral on the left-hand side of Eq. (5) can be
used to de� ne a characteristic time t3, which is related to ¯

Z 1

t1 C t2

1P.t/ dt D 1P3t3 D 1P3¯
L

c3
(7)

In Fig. 11, the time t3 can be interpretedas the width of the hatched
zone representingthe equivalentarea under the decaying part of the
pressure–time trace for t > t1 C t2 . The impulse of Eq. (3) can now
be rewritten to include the nondimensionalparameters ® and ¯

I D A1P3[L=UCJ C .® C ¯/.L=c3/] (8)

Determination of ®

We have determined ® by considering the interaction of the re-
� ected wave and the Taylorwave.17 The method of characteristicsis
used to derive a similarity solution for the leading characteristicof
the re� ected expansion. This technique will also work for re� ected
compressions as long as the waves are suf� ciently weak.

The derivation of the expression for ® begins by considering the
networkof characteristicswithin the Taylorwave,17 shown in Fig. 4.
The Riemann invariant J ¡ is conserved along a C¡ characteristic
going through the Taylor wave,

J ¡ D u2 ¡ 2c2=.° ¡ 1/ D ¡2c3=.° ¡ 1/ D u ¡ 2c=.° ¡ 1/ (9)

Inside the Taylor wave, the CC characteristicsare straight lines with
a slope given by x=t D u C c. Using the Riemann invariant J ¡ to
relate u and c to the � ow parameters in state 2, we � nd that

x=c2t D .u C c/=c2

D u2=c2 C [.° C 1/=.° ¡ 1/].c=c2/ ¡ 2=.° ¡ 1/ (10)

In particular, this method can be used to derive the � ow properties
in the Taylor wave. The speed of sound is

c=c3 D 2=.° C 1/ C [.° ¡ 1/=.° C 1/].x=c3t/ (11)

where c3 is calculated from

c3 D c2 ¡ [.° ¡ 1/=2]u2 D [.° C 1/=2]c2 ¡ [.° ¡ 1/=2]UCJ (12)

Equation (11) is valid in the expansionwave, forc3t · x · UCJt . The
pressure in the Taylor wave17 can be computed using the isentropic
� ow relations,

P D P3f1 ¡ [.° ¡ 1/=.° C 1/].1 ¡ x=c3t/g2° =.° ¡1/ (13)

When the interaction of the re� ected expansion wave with the
Taylor wave is considered, the slope of the � rst re� ected character-
istic OC¡ can be calculated as

dx

dt
D u ¡ c D

x

t
¡ 2c (14)

Substituting for x=t from Eq. (10), we � nd that

1
c2

dx

dt
C 2.° ¡ 1/

° C 1

µ
u2

c2
¡ 2

° ¡ 1
C 3 ¡ °

2.° ¡ 1/

x

c2t

¶
D 0 (15)

The form of Eq. (15) suggests the introductionof a similarity vari-
able ´ D x=c2t . Making the change of variables, we obtain an ordi-
nary differential equation for ´

t
d´

dt
C

2.° ¡ 1/

° C 1

µ
´ ¡

u2

c2
C

2

° ¡ 1

¶
D 0 (16)

The solution to this equation is

´.t/ D u2=c2 ¡ 2=.° ¡ 1/

C [.° C 1/=.° ¡ 1/].L=UCJt/
2.° ¡1/=.° C1/ (17)

where we have used the initial condition ´.t1/ D UCJ=c2. The last
characteristic of the Taylor wave17 has a slope x=t D c3 . Hence,
the � rst re� ected characteristic exits the Taylor wave at time t¤

determined by ´.t¤/ D c3=c2. Solving for t¤, we have

t¤ D
L

UCJ

µ³
° ¡ 1
° C 1

´³
c3 ¡ u2

c2
C 2

° ¡ 1

´¶¡.° C 1/=2.° ¡ 1/

(18)

For t¤ < t < t1 C t2 , the characteristic OC¡ propagates at constantve-
locity equal to the sound speed c3. From the geometry of the char-
acteristic network shown in Fig. 4, OC¡ reaches the thrust surface
at time t1 C t2 D 2t¤. Thus, t2 D 2t¤ ¡ t1 D ®L=c3. Solving for ®, we
obtain

® D
c3

UCJ

"
2

³
° ¡ 1

° C 1

c3 ¡ u2

c2

C 2

° ¡ 1

´¡.° C1/=2.° ¡1/

¡ 1

#
(19)

The quantities involved in this expression essentially depend on
two nondimensionalparameters:° and thedetonationMachnumber
MCJ DUCJ=c1 . These can either be computednumericallywith real-
istic thermochemistryor else analyticallyusing the ideal gas one-°
model for a CJ detonation.Numerical evaluationsof this expression
for typical fuel–air detonationsshow that ® ¼ 1:1 for a wide rangeof
fuel and compositions.When the one-° model is used, the resulting
expression for ®.° ; MCJ/ is

1

2

³
1 C 1

M2
CJ

´(

2

µ
° ¡ 1

° C 1

³
° C 3

2
C 2

° ¡ 1

¡ .° C 1/2

2

M2
CJ

1 C ° M 2
CJ

´¶¡.° C 1/=2.° ¡ 1/

¡ 1

)

(20)
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Determination of ¯

The region between the � rst re� ected characteristic and the con-
tact surface in Fig. 4 is a nonsimple region created by the interac-
tion of the re� ected expansion wave with the Taylor wave.17 The
multidimensional� ow behind the diffracting shock front also plays
a signi� cant role in determining the pressure in this region. For
these reasons, it is impossible to derive an analytical solution for
the parameter ¯ . It is, however, possible to use experimental data
and Eq. (6) to calculate ¯ . We considered data from Zitoun and
Desbordes,8 who carried out detonation tube experiments and mea-
sured impulse using tubesof different lengths.They showed that the
impulse scales with the length of the tube, as expected from Eq. (8).

Zitoun and Desbordes8 used an explodingwire to initiate detona-
tions directly, which is representativeof the idealized conditionsof
our model. They determined impulse for stoichiometric ethylene–
oxygenmixturesby integratingthe pressuredifferentialat the thrust
surface. The analysis of their pressure–time traces reveals that the
overpressure, after being roughly constant for a certain period of
time, decreases and becomes negative before returning to zero. The
integration of the decaying part of the pressure–time trace was car-
ried out up to a time late enough (typically greater than 20t1) to
ensure that the overpressure has returned to zero. This integration
gave a value of ¯ D 0:53.

Validation of the Model
The model was validated against experimental data and compar-

isons were made in terms of impulse per unit volume and speci� c
impulse. The impulse per unit volume is de� ned as

IV D I=V (21)

The mixture-based speci� c impulse Isp is de� ned as

Isp D I=½1V g D IV =½1g D I=Mg (22)

The fuel-based speci� c impulse Ispf is de� ned with respect to the
fuel mass instead of the mixture mass

Ispf D I=½1 X F V g D Isp= X F D I=M f g (23)

Comparisons with Single-Cycle Experiments

The calculation of the parameter ® was validated by comparing
the arrival time of the re� ected expansion wave from experimental
pressure historiesat the thrust surface with the time calculated from
the similarity solution.For a mixture of stoichiometricethylene–air
at 1-bar initialpressure,the time in anexperimentalpressurehistory9

between detonation initiation and the arrival of the re� ected expan-
sion wave was 1.43 ms from a 1.016-m long tube. The correspond-
ing calculated time was 1.39 ms, within 3% of the experimental
value. Similarly, comparisonwith data8 for a tube of length 0.225 m
showed that excellent agreement (within 1%) is obtained between
our calculated value (313 ¹s) and experiment (315 ¹s).

The value of ¯ was also computed using data from our
experiments9 with stoichiometric ethylene–oxygen. Because these
experiments used de� agration-to-detonation transition (DDT), we
were able to compare with only two cases using an unobstructed
tube and an initial pressure of 1 bar for which there was very rapid
onset of detonation. These cases correspond to values of ¯ equal
to 0.55 and 0.66. Note that these values are sensitive to the time at
which the integration is started. We computed this time using our
theoretical values of t1 and t2.

Model predictions of impulse per unit volume were compared
with data from Cooper et al.9 Direct experimental impulse mea-
surements were obtained with a ballistic pendulum, and detonation
initiation was obtained via DDT. Obstacles were mounted inside
the detonation tube in some of the experiments to enhance DDT. A
correlationplot showing the impulse per unit volume obtained with
the model vs the experimental values is displayed in Fig. 12. The
values displayed here cover experiments with four different fuels
(hydrogen, acetylene, ethylene, and propane) over a range of ini-
tial conditions and compositions. The solid line represents perfect

Fig. 12 Model predictions vs experimental data for the impulse per
unit volume: ², N, and ¨ represent data for unobstructed tubes,
whereas , ¦, and ¤ show data for cases in which obstacles were used;
lines corresponding to +15% and ¡¡15% deviation from the model val-
ues are also shown; and * denote high-pressure (higher than 0.8 bar),
zero-dilution cases.

correlationbetween the experimentaldata and the model. The � lled
symbols representthe data for unobstructedtubes,whereas the open
symbols correspond to cases for which obstacles were used in the
detonation tube.

The analytical model predictions were close to the experimental
values of the impulse as shown in Fig. 12. The model assumes di-
rect initiation of detonation,and so it does not take into account any
DDT phenomenon.The agreement is better for cases with high ini-
tial pressureand no nitrogendilutionbecause the DDT time (time it
takes the initial � ame to transition to a detonation)is the shortest for
these mixtures. For the unobstructed tube experiments, the model
systematicallyunderpredictsthe impulse by 5 to 15%, except for the
acetylene case, where it is about 25% too low. When obstacles are
used, the experimental values are up to 25% lower than the model
predictions. In general, the discrepancybetween model and experi-
ment is less than or equal to §15%. This conclusion is supported in
Fig. 12 by the §15% deviation lines that encompass the experimen-
tal data. The lower experimental values for cases with obstacles are
apparently caused by the additional form drag associated with the
separated � ow over the obstacles.9

The model parameters are relatively constant, 1:07 < ® < 1:13
and 0:53 < ¯ < 0:66, for all of the mixtures studied here. A reason-
able estimate for ® is 1.1 and for ¯ is 0.53. The ratio UCJ=c3 for
fuel–oxygen–nitrogen mixtures is approximately 2. For quick esti-
mates of the impulse, these values can be used in Eq. (8) to obtain
the approximate model prediction formula

I D 4:3.1P3=UCJ/AL D 4:3.1P3=UCJ/V (24)

The approximate formula reproduces the exact expressions within
2.5%.

Zitoun and Desbordes8 calculated the single-cycle speci� c im-
pulse for various reactive mixtures based on a formula devel-
oped from their experimental data for ethylene–oxygen mixtures:
Isp D K 1P3=.g½1UCJ/. The coef� cient K is estimated to be 5.4 in
their study, whereas we obtained an estimate of 4.3. This accounts
for thedifferencein the speci� c impulseresultspresentedin Table 1.
The present analytical model impulse is about 20% lower than
Zitoun and Desbordes’s8 predictions. This difference can be ex-
plained by the fact that Zitoun and Desbordes8 considered only the
region of positive overpressure,which extends to about 9t1, in their
integration of the pressure differential. They based this on the as-
sumption that the following region of negative overpressurewould
be used for the self-aspirationof air in a multicycle airbreathingap-
plication. However, because we were interested in comparing with
ballistic pendulum measurements, we performed the integration
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Table 1 Comparison of the model predictions
for the mixture-based speci� c impulse

Mixture Model Isp Zitoun and Desbordes8

C2H4 C 3O2 151.1 200
C2H4 C 3(O2 C 3.76N2) 117.3 142
C2H2 C 2.5O2 150.9 203
C2H2 C 2.5(O2 C 3.76N2) 120.6 147
H2 C 0.5O2 172.9 226
H2 C 0.5(O2 C 3.76N2) 123.7 149

Fig. 13 Comparison of speci� c impulse between model predictions
and experimental data for hydrogen–air23 with varying equivalence ra-
tio and stoichiometrichydrogen–oxygen9; nominal initial conditionsare
P1 = 1 bar and T1 = 300 K, and lines corresponding to +15% and ¡¡15%
deviation from the model values are also shown.

until the overpressurewas back to zero, which occurs at about 20t1.
The region of negative overpressure between 9 and 20t1 results in
an impulse decrease. If we calculate the value of ¯ by limiting the
integration to the time of positive overpressure, we obtain a value
of K D 4:8.

Comparisons with Multicycle Experiments

Calculationsof speci� c impulse and thrust were compared to ex-
perimental data from Schauer et al.23;24 Their facility consisted of a
50.8-mm-diamby 914.4-mmlong tube mountedon a damped thrust
stand. Impulse and thrust measurements were made in hydrogen–
air23 and propane–air24 mixtures with varying equivalence ratio.
Data were collected during continuous multicycle operation, and
the thrust was averaged over many cycles. To compare with our
model predictions,we assume multicycle operation is equivalent to
a sequence of ideal single cycles. In multicycle operation, a portion
of the cycle time is used to purge the tube and re� ll with reactants.
The expulsionof gas from the tube can result in a contributionto the
impulse that is not accounted for in our simple model. To estimate
the magnitude of the impulse during re� lling, we assumed that the
detonation and exhaust phase had a duration of about 10t1 and that
the remainingportion of the cycle is used for the purgingand � lling
processes. We found that the contributionof the purge and � ll por-
tion to the thrust was less than the Schauer et al. stated experimental
uncertainty of 6% (Ref. 23).

Comparisons of speci� c impulse are presented in Fig. 13 for
hydrogen–air23 and in Fig. 14 for propane–air.24 For compari-
son, predictions and one single-cycle measurement for hydrogen–
oxygenare shown in Fig. 13.Two sets of data are shownfor propane:
data labeleddet are from runs in which the averagedetonationwave
velocitywas about80% of the CJ value, and data labeledno det? are
from runs in which detonations were unstable or intermittent. The
impulse model predictions are within 8% of the experimental data
for hydrogen–air at Á > 0:8, and within 15% for stable propane–air
cases. Figure 13 also includes an experimental hydrogen–oxygen
single-cycle data point from our own experiments.9 The vertical

Fig. 14 Comparison of speci� c impulse between model predictions
and experimental data9;24 for propane–air with varying equivalence
ratio; nominal initial conditionsare P1 = 1 bar and T1 = 300 K, and lines
corresponding to +15% and ¡¡15% deviation from the model values are
also shown.

dashedlineonFig. 13 denotesa limit of themodelvalidity.For richer
mixtures, a re� ected shock is calculated (Figs. 2 and 3). That the
model still correctlypredicts the impulse beyond this limit suggests
that the re� ected shock is weak and does not signi� cantly affect the
integrated pressure. Indeed, a ballistic pendulum experiment9 car-
ried out with hydrogen–oxygen resulted in the directly measured
impulse being within 10% of the value predicted by the model
(Fig. 13). Figures 13 and 14 also include §15% deviation lines
from the model predictions.

In Fig. 14, the signi� cantly lower impulse of the experimental
point at Á D 0:59 in propane mixtures is certainly due to cell size
effects.At the lowerequivalenceratios, thecell size25 of propane–air
(152 mm at Á D 0:74) approaches ¼ times the diameter of the tube,
which is the nominal limit for stable detonation propagation.26;27

In the case of hydrogen–air (Fig. 13), the cell size25 at Á D 0:75
is 21 mm, so that the decrease in the experimental impulse data
at low equivalence ratios can not be explained by cell size effects.
Following the work of Dorofeevet al.,28 the magnitudeof the expan-
sion ratio was examined for these mixtures. However, calculations
for lean hydrogen–air showed that the expansion ratio is always
higher than the critical value de� ned28 for hydrogen mixtures. In-
stead, the results may be explained by the transition distance of the
mixtures. Dorofeev et al.29 studied the effect of scale on the onset
of detonations.They proposed and validateda criterion for success-
ful transition to detonation: L > 7¸, where L is the characteristic
geometrical size (de� ned to account for the presence of obstacles)
and ¸ the cell size of the mixture. Schauer et al.23 used a 45.7-mm
pitch Shchelkin spiral constructed of 4.8-mm-diam wire to initiate
detonations in their detonation tube. As de� ned by Dorofeev,29 this
results in a characteristic geometrical size of 257 mm, comparable
to 7¸ D 217 mm for a value of Á D 0:67. The cell size increaseswith
decreasingequivalenceratio for lean mixtures,and so mixtureswith
equivalenceratios smaller than 0.67 will not transition to detonation
within the spiral or possibly even the tube itself. This is consistent
with the data shown in Fig. 13; hydrogen–air tests with Á · 0:67
have experimental speci� c impulse values signi� cantly lower than
the model prediction. Similar reductions in Isp were also observed
by Cooper et al.9 in single-cycle tests of propane–oxygen–nitrogen
and ethylene–oxygen–nitrogen mixtures with greater than a critical
amount of nitrogen dilution.

Average thrust for multicycle operation can be calculated from
our single-cycle impulse model predictions, assuming a periodic
sequenceof individualpulses thatdo not interact.For a given single-
cycle performance and tube size, the average thrust is proportional
to the frequency f

T D IV V f (25)
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Fig. 15 Thrust prediction for a 50.8-mm diameter by 914.4 mm long
hydrogen–air PDE operated at 16 Hz (comparison with experimental
data of Schauer et al.23 ); nominal initial conditions are P1 = 1 bar and
T1 = 300 K, and lines corresponding to +15% and ¡¡15% deviationfrom
the model values are also shown.

Schauer et al.23 measured the average thrust in multicycle oper-
ation with hydrogen–air over a range of frequencies between 14
and 40 Hz and veri� ed the linear dependence on frequency. Al-
though this simple model suggests that thrust can be increased in-
de� nitely by increasingthe cycle frequency,there are obviousphys-
ical constraints30 that limit the maximum frequency for given size
tube. The maximum cycle frequency is inversely proportional to
the sum of the minimum detonation, exhaust, � ll, and purge times.
The purge and � ll times are typically much longer than the deto-
nation and exhaust time and, therefore, are the limiting factors in
determining the maximum cycle frequency.

Figure 15 compares measurements23 and model predictions for
operation at a � xed frequency of 16 Hz. The computation of the
thrust with the model is within 4% of the experimental data for
Á > 0:8. The discrepancies at low equivalence ratios are due to the
increased transition distance discussed earlier.

Comparisons with Numerical Simulations

Data from the numericalsimulationpresentedearlier in this paper
were used to compute the impulse per unit volume. The pressure
at the thrust surface (Fig. 8) was integrated over time to obtain
the impulse per unit area. Because the simulation was carried out
for nonreactive � ow and started as the detonation front exited the
tube, the initial time corresponding to the detonation travel from
the closed end to the open end of the tube was not simulated, but
was taken to be L=UCJ. The integration was performed up to a time
corresponding to 20t1, and the impulse per unit volume was

I=V D 22:6.P1=UCJ/ (26)

This result is within 0.1% of the approximate model formula of
Eq. (24). The simulation results are valid only for cases where the
initial pressure P1 is equal to the pressure outside the detonation
tube P0.

Comparisonswith numericalcomputationsof speci� c impulseby
other researcherscan also be made. Numerical simulations are very
sensitiveto the speci� cationof theout� ow boundaryconditionat the
openend,and thenumerical resultsvary widelywhen different types
of boundaryconditionsare used. Sterling et al.1 obtainedan average
valueof 5151s for the fuel-basedspeci� c impulseof a stoichiometric
hydrogen–air mixture in a multicycle simulation using a constant
pressure boundary condition. Bussing et al.3 obtained a range of
values of 7500–8000 s. Other predictions by Cambier and Tegner,4

including a correction for the effect of the initiation process, gave
values between 3000 and 3800 s. More recently, Kailasanath and
Patnaik5 tried to reconcile these different studies for hydrogen–
air by highlighting the effect of the out� ow boundary condition.

They varied the pressure relaxation rate at the exit and obtained
a range of values from 4850 (constant pressure case) to 7930 s
(gradual relaxation case). Our analytical model predicts 4335 s for
the fuel-based speci� c impulse of stoichiometric hydrogen–air and
the experimental value of Schauer et al.23 is 4024 s.

Impulse Scaling Relationships
From Eq. (24), the impulse can be written as

I D K ¢ V .1P3=UCJ/ (27)

where K has a weak dependence on the properties of the mixture,
K .° ; q=RT1/. For the purposes of predicting how the impulse de-
pends on the mixture properties and tube size, the principal de-
pendencies are explicitly given in Eq. (27) with K D constant. The
dependence of impulse on the mixture properties comes in through
the thermodynamic quantities UCJ and 1P3. The CJ velocity is a
function of composition only and is independent of initial pressure
as long as it is not so low that dissociationof the detonationproducts
is signi� cant. For the case of P1 D P0, the impulse can be written

I D K .V P1=UCJ/[.P2=P1/.P3=P2/ ¡ 1] (28)

From the gasdynamicconsiderationsgiven in the precedingsection,
Eq. (13) implies that

P3=P2 D f1 ¡ [.° ¡ 1/=.° C 1/].1 ¡ UCJ=c3/g¡2° =.° ¡1/ (29)

Equilibrium computations with realistic thermochemistry indicate
thatUCJ=c3 ¼ 2 and 0:324 · P3=P2 · 0:375 with an averagevalueof
0.35 for a wide range of compositionsand initial conditions.Under
these conditions, the pressure ratio is approximately constant,

P3=P2 ¼ [2° =.° C 1/]¡2° =.° ¡1/ (30)

The approximate value of Eq. (30) is within 7% of the exact value
of Eq. (29) for a range of mixtures including hydrogen, acetylene,
ethylene,propane, and JP10 with air and oxygen and varying nitro-
gen dilution(0–60%)at initialconditionsP1 D 1 bar and T1 D 300K.
This indicates that the impulse will be mainly dependent on the CJ
conditions and the total volume of explosive mixture:

I / V P2=UCJ (31)

Values of the CJ parameters and model impulses for several stoi-
chiometric fuel–oxygen–nitrogen mixtures are given in Table 2.

Dependence of Impulse on Energy Content

To compute the dependence of impulse on energy content, ex-
plicitly, the approximate one-° model of a detonation can be used.
The CJ Mach number can be written

MCJ D
p

1 C H C
p

H where H D [.° 2 ¡ 1/=2° ].q=RT1/

(32)

The effective speci� c energy release q is generally less than the
actual speci� c heat of combustion qc due to the effects of dissocia-
tion, speci� c heat dependenceon temperature,and the difference in
average molar mass of reactants and products. Values of ° , qc , and
q are given for selected fuel–oxygen–nitrogen mixtures in Table 2,
and the computationof q is discussedsubsequently.For largevalues
of the parameter H, we can approximate the CJ velocity as

MCJ ¼ 2
p

H or UCJ ¼
p

2.° 2 ¡ 1/q (33)

The pressure ratio 1P3=P1 is also a function of composition, only
as long as the initial pressure is suf� ciently high. The one-° model
can be used to compute the CJ pressure as

P2

P1
D

° M2
CJ C 1

° C 1
(34)
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Table 2 Detonation CJ parameters and computed impulse for selected stoichiometric
mixtures at 1-bar initial pressure and 300-K initial temperature

Mixture qc , MJ/kg ° P2, bar T2 , K UCJ , m/s MCJ Isp, s q , MJ/kg

H2–O2 13.29 1.223 18.72 3679 2840 5.26 172.9 6.59
H2–O2–20% N2 8.39 1.189 17.98 3501 2474 5.16 155.4 5.80
H2–O2–40% N2 5.20 1.170 16.95 3256 2187 5.01 138.7 4.98
H2–air 3.39 1.175 15.51 2948 1971 4.81 123.7 3.92
C2H2–O2 11.82 1.263 33.63 4209 2424 7.32 150.9 4.50
C2H2–O2–20% N2 9.60 1.238 30.17 4051 2311 6.89 146.0 4.37
C2H2–O2–40% N2 7.31 1.212 26.53 3836 2181 6.42 139.8 4.32
C2H2–O2–60% N2 4.95 1.186 22.46 3505 2021 5.87 130.6 4.09
C2H2–air 3.39 1.179 19.20 3147 1879 5.42 120.6 3.60
C2H4–O2 10.67 1.236 33.27 3935 2376 7.24 151.0 4.76
C2H4–O2–20% N2 8.70 1.210 29.57 3783 2258 6.79 145.7 4.72
C2H4–O2–40% N2 6.66 1.187 25.89 3589 2132 6.32 139.1 4.60
C2H4–O2–60% N2 4.53 1.169 21.82 3291 1977 5.77 129.3 4.26
C2H4–air 3.01 1.172 18.25 2926 1825 5.27 117.0 3.51
C3H8–O2 10.04 1.220 36.04 3826 2360 7.67 152.7 5.20
C3H8–O2–20% N2 8.33 1.199 31.73 3688 2251 7.14 147.3 5.10
C3H8–O2–40% N2 6.48 1.181 27.45 3513 2131 6.58 140.4 4.90
C3H8–O2–60% N2 4.49 1.166 22.79 3239 1980 5.95 130.3 4.45
C3H8–air 2.80 1.174 18.15 2823 1801 5.29 115.4 3.41
JP10–O2 9.83 1.226 38.89 3899 2294 7.99 148.4 4.84
JP10–O2–20% N2 8.34 1.205 34.00 3759 2204 7.41 144.1 4.80
JP10–O2–40% N2 6.65 1.186 29.18 3585 2103 6.81 138.5 4.67
JP10–O2–60% N2 4.73 1.169 24.06 3316 1972 6.12 130.1 4.37
JP10–air 2.79 1.173 18.40 2843 1784 5.32 114.6 3.38

For large values of the parameter H, equivalent to large MCJ, this
can be approximated as

P2 ¼ [1=.° C 1/]½1U
2
CJ (35)

In the same way, we can approximate, assuming P1 D P0 ,

1P3=P1 D .P2=P1/.P3=P2/ ¡ 1 ¼ .P2=P1/.P3=P2/ (36)

and the impulse can be approximated as

I ¼ [1=.° C 1/]MUCJ K .P3=P2/ (37)

By the use of the approximation of Eq. (33), this can be written

I ¼ M
p

q
©p

2[.° ¡ 1/=.° C 1/]K .P3=P2/
ª

(38)

The term in the braces is only weakly dependent on the mixture
composition. With Eq. (30), the impulse can be approximated as

I ¼ M
p

q K
p

2[.° ¡ 1/=.° C 1/][2° =.° C 1/]¡2° =.° ¡ 1/ (39)

This expression indicates that the impulse is directly proportional
to the product of the total mass of explosive mixture in the tube and
the square root of the speci� c energy content of the mixture:

I / M
p

q (40)

Dependence of Impulse on Initial Pressure

At � xed composition and initial temperature, the values of q, ° ,
and R are constant.Equilibriumcomputationswith realistic thermo-
chemistry show that, for high enough initial pressures,UCJ, P3=P2,
and P2=P1 are essentially independent of initial pressure. From
Eq. (39), we conclude that the impulse (or impulse per unit volume)
is directly proportional to initial pressure under these conditions
because M D ½1V D P1V=RT1:

I / VP1 (41)

Dependence of Impulse on Initial Temperature

At � xed composition and initial pressure, the impulse decreases
with increasing initial temperature. This is because the mass in the
detonation tube varies inversely with initial temperature when the
pressure is � xed. From Eq. (39), we have

I / V=T1 (42)

Mixture-Based Speci� c Impulse

At � xed composition, the mixture-based speci� c impulse is es-
sentially independent of initial pressure and initial temperature:

IspDI=Mg ¼
¡p

q
¯

g
¢

£ K
p

2[.° ¡ 1/=.° C 1/][2° =.° C 1/]¡2° =.° ¡ 1/ (43)

This also holds for the fuel-based speci� c impulse because, at � xed
composition,the fuel mass is a � xed fractionof the total mass. More
generally, Eq. (43) shows that the speci� c impulse is proportional
to the square root of the speci� c energy content of the explosive
mixture,

Isp /
p

q (44)

The coef� cient in Eq. (43) can be numerically evaluated using our
valueof the coef� cient K of 4.3 and a valueof ° obtainedfrom equi-
librium computations.18 The range of ° for the mixtures considered
(Table 2) was 1:16 < ° < 1:26, where fuel–oxygen–nitrogen mix-
tures usually have a higher ° than undiluted fuel–oxygen mixtures.
The resulting coef� cient of proportionality in Eq. (44) is between
0.061and 0.071,with an averagevalueof 0.065 when q is expressed
in Joules per kilogram, so that Isp ¼ 0:065

p
q.

The valueof q is calculatedwith Eq. (32) and the results (Table 2)
of equilibrium computations of MCJ and ° . Equation (32) can be
rearranged to give q explicitly,

q D ° RT1

2.° 2 ¡ 1/

³
MCJ ¡ 1

MCJ

´2

(45)

Values of q given in Table 2 were computed using this expression
with a gas constant based on the reactant molar mass. Note that the
values of q computed in this fashion are signi� cantly less than the
speci� c heat of combustion qc when the CJ temperature is above
3500 K. This is due to dissociation of the major products reducing
the temperature and the effective energy release.

The scaling relationship of Eq. (44) is tested in Fig. 16 by plot-
ting the model impulse Isp vs the effective speci� c energy release q
for all of the cases shown in Table 2. The approximate relationship
Isp ¼ 0:065

p
q is also shown. In general, higher values of the spe-

ci� c impulse correspond to mixtures with a lower nitrogen dilution
and, hence, a higher energy release, for which the CJ temperature
is higher and dissociationreactions are favored.There is reasonable
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Fig. 16 Speci� c impulse scaling with energy content; model predic-
tions [Eq. (8)] vs effective speci� c energy content q for hydrogen,
acetylene, ethylene, propane, and JP10 with air and oxygen including
0, 20, 40, and 60% nitrogen dilution at P1 = 1 bar and T1 = 300 K.

agreement between the model Isp and the approximate square root
scaling relationshipwith a � xed coef� cient of proportionality.How-
ever, there is signi� cant scatter about the average trend due to the
dependence of ° on the mixture composition and temperature. In-
cluding this dependencesubstantially improves the agreement, and
the predictions of Eq. (43) are within 3.5% of the values computed
by Eq. (8).

Impulse Predictions: Parametric Studies
Impulse calculations were carried out for different mixtures,

equivalence ratios, initial pressures, and nitrogen dilutions. Unless
otherwisementioned,all calculationswere performedwith an initial
temperature of 300 K.

The model input parameters consist of the external environment
pressure P0 , the detonation velocity UCJ, the sound speed behind
the detonation front c2 , the CJ pressure P2, and the ratio of the
speci� c heats of the products ° . All parameters were computed
using equilibrium calculations18 performed with a realistic set of
combustion products. The input parameters were used in Eqs. (12),
(29), and (19) to calculate P3 and ®. The parameterswere then used
in Eq. (8) to obtain the impulse.

The impulse is calculated for the following fuels: ethylene,
propane, acetylene, hydrogen, Jet A, and JP10 with varying ini-
tial pressure, equivalence ratio, and nitrogen dilution. Results are
expressed in terms of impulse per unit volume of the tube, speci� c
impulse, and fuel-based speci� c impulse. Results for hydrogen–
oxygen mixtures are strictly valid for equivalence ratios less than
0.8 and for hydrogen–air mixtures with equivalenceratios less than
2.2. In these cases, the calculations are probably reasonable esti-
mates, but the reader should keep in mind that the underlyingphys-
ical assumption is no longer justi� ed. The results for Jet A and JP10
assume that these fuels are in completely vaporized form for all ini-
tial conditions.Although unrealistic at low temperatures, this gives
a uniform basis for comparison of all fuels.

Impulse per Unit Volume

The impulseper unit volume is independentof the tube size and is
linearly dependent on the initial pressure, as indicated by Eq. (41).
The variation of IV with P1 , Á, and N2% is shown in Figs. 17, 18,
and 19. Hydrogen cases are very different from hydrocarbons.The
impulse per unit volume is much lower due to the lower molecular
mass of hydrogen, which results in lower density and CJ pressure.
Equation(40)shows that the impulseper unit volume is proportional
to the density of the explosive mixture and the square root of the
speci� c energy release. The speci� c energy release of hydrogen
mixtures is of the same order as that obtained with other fuels, but

Fig. 17 Variation of impulse per unit volume with initial pressure;
nominal initial conditions are T1 = 300 K, stoichiometric fuel–oxygen
ratio.

Fig. 18 Variation of impulse per unit volume with equivalence ratio;
nominal initial conditions are P1 = 1 bar and T1 = 300 K.

Fig. 19 Variation of impulse per unit volume with nitrogen dilution;
nominal initial conditions are P1 = 1 bar, T1 = 300 K, and stoichiometric
fuel–oxygen ratio.
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the density of hydrogenmixtures is much lower, resulting in a lower
impulse per unit volume.

Impulse per unit volume vs equivalenceratio is shown in Fig. 18.
The impulse is expected to be maximum at stoichiometric con-
ditions from Eq. (40) if we consider only the major products of
combustion. However, examining Fig. 18, we see that, with the
exception of hydrogen, the maximum values of IV occur for rich
(Á » 2) fuel–oxygen mixtures and slightly rich (Á » 1.1–1.2) fuel–
air mixtures. Equilibrium computations reveal that the maximum
detonation velocity and pressure also occur for rich mixtures. Even
though the nominal heat of reaction of the mixture based on major
productsis maximumat stoichiometry,the detonationvelocityis not
at a maximum at stoichiometric conditions because of the product
species distributionfor rich combustion. Increasingamounts of CO
and H2 in increasingly rich mixtures results in a larger number of
products, effectively increasing the heat of reaction and shifting the
peak detonation velocity and pressure to a rich mixture. The effect
is much stronger in fuel–oxygen mixtures than in fuel–air mixtures
because the nitrogen in the air moderates the effect of the increasing
number of products in rich mixtures. A similar effect is observed in
� ames.

In the case of hydrogen, the product distribution effect is not
as prominent because the number of major products is always less
than reactants,independentof stoichiometry.For hydrogen–air mix-
tures, the maximum IV is obtained for an equivalence ratio close to
1. The impulse of hydrogen–oxygen mixtures decreases monoton-
ically with increasing equivalence ratio. Unlike hydrocarbon fuels,
which have a molecular mass comparable to or higher than oxygen
and air, hydrogen has a much lower molecular mass. Thus, increas-
ing the equivalence ratio causes a sharp decrease in the mixture
density.The linear dependenceof the impulse per unit volume with
mixture density dominates over its square root variation with effec-
tive energy release [Eq. (40)], resulting in a decreasingimpulsewith
increasing equivalence ratio for hydrogen–oxygen mixtures.

The impulse per unit volume generated by the different fuels
with oxygen can be ranked in all cases, as follows, from lowest to
highest: hydrogen, acetylene, ethylene, propane, Jet A, and JP10.
The impulse is generated by the chemical energy of the mixture,
which depends on a combination of bond strength and hydrogen to
carbon ratio. The results obtained for the impulse per unit volume
vs the equivalenceratio are presentedfor an equivalenceratio range
from 0.4 to 2.6. The results of calculations at higher equivalence
ratioswere consideredunreliablebecausecarbonproduction,which
is not possible to account for correctly in equilibrium calculations,
occurs for very rich mixtures, in particular for Jet A and JP10.

The nitrogendilutioncalculations(Fig. 19) show that the impulse
decreases with increasing nitrogen dilution for hydrocarbon fuels.
However, as the dilution increases, the values of the impulse for
the different fuels approach each other. The presence of the diluent
masks theeffectof the hydrogento carbonratio.The hydrogencurve
is much lower due to the lower CJ pressures caused by the lower
molecular mass and heat of combustion of hydrogen. Unlike that
for hydrocarbons, this curve has a maximum. The presence of this
maximumcan be explainedby the two competingeffectsof nitrogen
addition:One is to dilute themixture,reducingtheenergyreleaseper
unit mass (dominantat high dilution),and the other is to increasethe
molecularmass of the mixture (dominant at low dilution).Note that
the highest value of the impulse is obtained close to 50% dilution,
which is similar to the case of air (55.6% dilution).

Mixture-Based Speci� c Impulse

The mixture-based speci� c impulse Isp is plotted vs initial pres-
sure, equivalence ratio, and nitrogen dilution in Figs. 20, 21, and
22, respectively.The speci� c impulsedecreasessteeplyas the initial
pressure decreases due to the increasing importance of dissociation
at low pressures (Fig. 20). Dissociation is an endothermic process,
and the effective energy release q decreases with decreasing initial
pressure.

Recombination of radical species occurs with increasing initial
pressure. At suf� ciently high initial pressures, the major products
dominate over the radical species, and the CJ detonation properties

Fig. 20 Variation of mixture-based speci� c impulse with initial pres-
sure; nominal initial conditions are T1 = 300 K and stoichiometric fuel–
oxygen ratio.

Fig. 21 Variation of mixture-based speci� c impulse with equivalence
ratio; nominal initial conditions are P1 = 1 bar and T1 = 300 K.

Fig. 22 Variation of mixture-based speci� c impulse with nitrogen di-
lution; nominal initial conditions are P1 = 1 bar, T1 = 300 K, and stoi-
chiometric fuel–oxygen ratio.
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Fig. 23 Variation of fuel-based speci� c impulse with initial pressure;
nominal initialconditionsare T1 = 300K and stoichiometric fuel–oxygen
ratio.

tend to constant values. The mixture-based speci� c impulse tends
to a constant value at high pressures, which is in agreement with
the impulse scaling relationship of Eq. (43) if the values of q and
° reach limiting values with increasing initial pressure. Additional
calculations for ethylene and propane with oxygen and air showed
that the speci� c impulse was increased by approximately 7% be-
tween 2 and 10 bar and by less than 2% between 10 and 20 bar,
con� rming the idea of a high-pressure limit.

The speci� c impulses of hydrocarbon fuels varying the equiva-
lenceratio (Fig. 21) have a similar behaviorto thatof the impulseper
unit volume. This is expected because the only difference is due to
the mixture density. Most hydrocarbonfuels have a heavier molec-
ular mass than the oxidizer, but the fuel mass fraction for heavier
fuels is smaller.The overall fuelmass in the mixturedoes not change
much with the equivalence ratio, and so the mixture density does
not vary signi� cantly. However, this effect is important in the case
of hydrogen, where the mixture density decreases signi� cantly as
the equivalenceratio increases.This accounts for the monotonic in-
crease of the hydrogen–oxygen curve. In the case of hydrogen–air,
the mixturedensityeffect is maskedbecauseof the nitrogendilution,
which explains the nearly constant portion of the curve on the rich
side. The variation of the Isp with nitrogen dilution (Fig. 22) is the
same for all fuels, including hydrogen. The mixture-based speci� c
impulse decreases as the nitrogen amount in the mixture increases.

Fuel-Based Speci� c Impulse

The fuel-based speci� c impulse Ispf is plotted vs initial pressure,
equivalence ratio, and nitrogen dilution in Figs. 23, 24, and 25,
respectively. The variation of Ispf with initial pressure (Fig. 23) is
very similar to the corresponding behavior of Isp. The curves are
individuallyshifted by a factor equal to the fuel mass fraction.Note
the obvious shift of the hydrogen curves because of the very low
mass fraction of hydrogen.The fuel-based speci� c impulse is about
three times higher for hydrogen than for other fuels.

The plots in Fig. 24 show a monotonically decreasing Ispf with
increasing equivalence ratio. This is due to the predominant in� u-
ence of the fuel mass fraction,which goes from low on the lean side
to high on the rich side. The hydrogen mixtures again have much
higher values compared to the hydrocarbon fuels due to the lower
molar mass of hydrogenas compared to the hydrocarbonfuels. The
values of Ispf shown in Fig. 25 exhibit a monotonically increasing
behavior with increasing nitrogen dilution, due to the decrease in
fuel mass fraction as the nitrogen amount increases.

In� uence of Initial Temperature

Temperature is an initial parameter that may signi� cantly affect
the impulse, especially at values representative of stagnation tem-
perature for supersonic � ight or temperatures required to vaporize

Fig. 24 Variationof fuel-based speci� c impulsewith equivalenceratio;
nominal initial conditions are P1 = 1 bar and T1 = 300 K.

Fig. 25 Variationof fuel-based speci� c impulse with nitrogen dilution;
nominal initial conditions are P1 = 1 bar, T1 = 300 K, and stoichiometric
fuel–oxygen ratio.

Fig. 26 Variation of impulse per unit volume with initial temperature
for different values of the stagnation pressure.

aviation fuels. The results shown in Figs. 17–25 were for an initial
temperature of 300 K. Calculations with initial temperatures from
300 to 600 K were carried out for stoichiometric JP10–air; JP10
is a low vapor pressure liquid (C10H16) at room temperature. The
impulse per unit volume (Fig. 26) and the mixture-based speci� c
impulse (Fig. 27) were calculated as a function of the initial tem-
perature for different pressures representative of actual stagnation
pressure values in a real engine.
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Fig. 27 Variation of mixture-based speci� c impulse with initial tem-
perature for different values of the stagnation pressure.

The impulse per unit volume decreases with increasing initial
temperature,as predicted by Eq. (42). At � xed pressureand compo-
sition, this decrease is caused by the decrease of the initial mixture
density. The mixture-based speci� c impulse is found to be approx-
imately constant when initial temperature and initial pressure are
varied (Fig. 27). The scaling predictionsof Eq. (43) are veri� ed for
constant composition. The slight decrease of the speci� c impulse
observed with increasing temperature and decreasing pressure can
be attributed to the promotion of dissociation reactions under these
conditions. Speci� c impulse is a useful parameter for estimating
performance because, at high enough initial pressures, it is almost
independentof initial pressure and temperature.

Conclusions
An analytical model for the impulse of a pulse detonation tube

has been developed using a simple one-dimensional gasdynamic
analysis and empirical observations. The model offers the possi-
bility to evaluate, in a simple way, the performance of the most
basic form of a PDE consisting of a straight tube open at one end.
The model predictions were compared with various experimental
results, from direct single-cycle impulse measurements8;9 to multi-
cycle thrust measurements,23;24 as well as with numerical simula-
tions. These show reasonable agreement (within §15% or better in
most cases)for comparisonsof impulseperunitvolume,speci� c im-
pulse, and thrust.Parametric calculationswere conductedfor a wide
rangeof initial conditions,includingfuel type (hydrogen,acetylene,
ethylene, propane, Jet A, and JP10), initial pressure (from 0.2 to
2 bar), equivalence ratio (from 0.4 to 2.6), and nitrogen dilution
(from 0 to 90%).

The impulse of a detonationtube was found to scale directlywith
the mass of the explosive mixture in the tube and the square root of
theeffectiveenergyreleaseperunitmassof themixture.A procedure
was given to account for product dissociation in determining the
effective speci� c energy release. We derived scaling relationships
and carried out equilibrium computations to verify the following
conclusions:

1) At � xed composition and initial temperature, the impulse per
unit volume varies linearly with initial pressure.

2) At � xed composition and initial pressure, the impulse per unit
volume varies inversely with initial temperature.

3) At � xed composition and suf� ciently high initial pressure, the
speci� c impulse is approximately independent of initial pressure
and initial temperature.This makes speci� c impulse the most useful
parameter for estimating pulse detonation tube performance over a
wide range of initial conditions.

The predicted values of the mixture-based speci� c impulse are
on the order of 150 s for hydrocarbon–oxygen mixtures, 170 s for
hydrogen–oxygen, and on the order of 115–130 s for fuel–air mix-
tures at initial conditions of 1 bar and 300 K. These values are
lower than themaximumimpulsespossiblewith conventionalsteady

propulsiondevices.As mentionedin the introduction,therearemany
other factors that should be considered in evaluating PDE perfor-
mance and their potential applications.The present study provides
some modeling ideas that could be used as a basis for more realistic
engine simulations.
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